Risi Racing Review…
6/17/2018
Race 1
#2 Jet Rock- Qualified superb here on the 8th and there is no
telling how fast he may turn out to be.
#1 Hestons Lucky Chip- Is bred out of world champion Heston
Blue Chip who was know for his furious late kick.
#3 Bangor- Improved off his first qualifier and may be willing to
give a lot more than what his qualifiers show.
Race 2
#4 Sports Vision- Made it look easy last out for the first time under
new connections and the step up in class wont be an issue here.
#6 The Royal Garden- Likes to race uncovered or off a helmet
and he may get that trip easily here in a shorter field.
#2 Big Game- Has good early gate speed and if he improves his
late kick he can beat these.
Race 3
#5 Coopers Beach- Has a big mark here last year of 151.0 flat but
needs to inherit an easy early lead here in order to win.

#1 Stonebridge Bonus- Has not been worse than 3rd his last 3
starts and is rounding into better form.
#2 Johnny Fly Swatter- Could be the late closer here but needs
fast fractions in front of him early on to do so.
Race 4
#5 Jds Brent N Sheree- Has lots of ability and with only 7 starts
this year he could be ready to explode off the 2 month layoff.
#4 Relentless Dreamer- Showed last week he is versatile and
looks for his 4th win of the season.
#7 Fuzzylegsandall- Has a giant late closing kick and should be
charging in the stretch late.
Race 5
#3 Odds On Demi-Queue- Was digging in late last week to get up
for minor spoils and has lots of back class.
#5 Deo Davinci- Should be the lone early speed here and may try
to take this field wire to wire.
#4 Metrosixshooter- Gets his chance to try a bigger track here
today and makes only his 3rd start in 2 years.
Race 6
#2 Redot Romeo- Has been untested the last 2 weeks and is in
razor sharp form right now.
#3 Danza- Is always flying late for minor spoils and has hit the
board in 12 of 20 starts this year.
#1 Golden Brit- Likes to be forwardly placed and can keep up if
the fractions are fast early on.

Race 7
#7 Gingertreefinnegan- Has lots of early speed and looks for 3 in
a row here today.
#6 Jamaican Cowboy- Was flying last week in deep stretch and
makes only his 2nd start off the ship in from Florida.
#1 Blended Whiskey- Has lots of back class and the 12 year old
veteran has a mark here last year of 153.0 flat.
Race 8
#4 Nubble Light- Has the best late closing kick of all in a short
field and that is a big advantage.
#2 Fire On The Water- Has not been worse then 3rd his last 3
starts out and 2 starts back he kept up after a blistering first half.
#5 Skip Jive- Made it look easy late last week but gets the class
test here today.
Race 9
#1 Lyons Johnny- Takes a double drop in class here today and
his better form will crush these.
#5 Dreams Beachboy- Has only had 3 starts on the year and they
all came against very tough Open company.
#7 Serious Major- Has found his better form as of late and looks
for 3 in a row here today.
Race 10
#3 Unprecedented- Has been facing stakes company as of late
and should beat these with ease.
#2 Mister Desire- Has a good late closing kick and wont have to
do much early on with the inside post draw.

#5 Gary’s Place- Ships in from Canada and had 1 start here last
year where she liked the 7/8 mile oval.
Race 11

